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Abstract
We focus on the numerical approximation of the Cahn-Hilliard type equations, and present a family
of second-order unconditionally energy-stable schemes. By reformulating the equation into an equivalent
system employing a scalar auxiliary variable, we approximate the system at the time step (n + θ) (n
denoting the time step index and θ is a real-valued parameter), and devise a family of corresponding
approximations that are second-order accurate and unconditionally energy stable. This family of approx-
imations contains the often-used Crank-Nicolson scheme and the second-order backward differentiation
formula as particular cases. We further develop an efficient solution algorithm for the resultant dis-
crete system of equations to overcome the difficulty caused by the unknown scalar auxiliary variable.
The final algorithm requires only the solution of four de-coupled individual Helmholtz type equations
within each time step, which involve only constant and time-independent coefficient matrices that can
be pre-computed. A number of numerical examples are presented to demonstrate the performance of
the family of schemes developed herein. We note that this family of second-order approximations can
be readily applied to devise energy-stable schemes for other types of gradient flows when combined with
the auxiliary variable approaches.
Keywords: Cahn-Hilliard equation; energy stability; unconditional stability; free energy; phase field; two-
phase flow
1 Introduction
Diffuse interface or phase field approach [2, 29, 28, 36] has become one of the main techniques for modeling
and simulating two-phase and multiphase problems involving fluid interfaces and the effect of surface tensions.
Cahn-Hilliard type equations [5] are one of the commonly encountered equations in such models for describing
the evolution of the phase field functions. Indeed, with an appropriate free energy density form, the mass
balance equations for the individual fluid components in a multicomponent mixture will reduce to the Cahn-
Hilliard type equations [22, 21, 1, 7, 10]. Devising efficient numerical schemes for Cahn-Hilliard equations
therefore has crucial implications to two-phase and multiphase problems, and this has attracted a sustained
interest from the community [33].
Nonlinearity and high spatial order (fourth order) are the main issues encountered when numerically
solving the Cahn-Hilliard equations. The interfacial thickness scale parameter, when small, also exacts high
mesh resolutions in numerical simulations. The energy stability property of a numerical scheme, when the
computational cost is manageable, is a desirable feature for solving the Cahn-Hilliard equations. While other
types (e.g. conditionally stable, semi-implicit) of schemes for the Cahn-Hilliard equation also exist in the
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literature (see e.g. [3, 36, 11, 8, 20, 9], among others), in what follows we will focus on the energy-stable
schemes in the review of literature.
The nonlinearity of Cahn-Hilliard equation is induced by the potential free energy density function.
Ensuring discrete energy stability in a numerical scheme hinges on the treatment of the nonlinear term.
Based on the strategies for treating the nonlinear term, existing energy stable schemes for the Cahn-Hilliard
equations can be broadly classified into two categories: nonlinear schemes and linear schemes. Nonlinear
schemes (see e.g. [13, 18, 17, 26, 30, 16, 34, 23]) entail the solution of a system of nonlinear algebraic equations
within a time step after discretization. Convex splitting of the potential energy term and its variants
are a popular approach to treat the nonlinear term in this category [14, 15]. Other treatments include
the midpoint approximation [13, 27], specially designed quadrature formulas [19], and Taylor expansion
approximations [26] of the potential term, among others. On the other hand, linear schemes (see e.g. [32,
20, 35, 31]) involve only the solution of a system of linear algebraic equations after discretization, thanks to
certain special treatment of the nonlinear term or the introduction of certain auxiliary variables. Adding a
stabilization term that is equivalent to zero while using a potential energy with bounded second derivative
and treating the nonlinear term explicitly [32, 20] is a widely used technique in this category. Using a
Lagrange multiplier [4, 20] is another technique to derive unconditionally energy-stable schemes for the Cahn-
Hilliard equation. The invariant energy quadratization (IEQ) [35] is a general technique that generalizes the
Lagrange multiplier approach and can be applied to a large class of free energy forms. IEQ introduces
an auxiliary field function related to the square root of the potential free energy density function together
with a dynamic equation for this auxiliary variable, and allows one to devise schemes to ensure the energy
stability relatively easily. The IEQ method gives rise to a system of linear algebraic equations involving
time-dependent coefficient matrices after discretization. A further development of the auxiliary variable
strategy is introduced in [31] very recently, in which an auxiliary variable, which is a scalar value rather
than a field function, related to the square root of the total potential energy integral has been employed.
The scalar auxiliary variable (SAV) method retains the main advantage of IEQ, and further can lead to a
constant coefficient matrix for the resultant linear algebraic system of equations after discretization.
In the current work we focus on the numerical approximation of the Cahn-Hilliard equation, reformulated
using the scalar auxiliary variable appproach. We present a family of second-order accurate linear schemes
for the system, and show that this family of schemes is unconditionally energy-stable. This family of
approximations contains the Crank-Nicolson scheme (or trapezoidal rule) and the second-order backward
differentiation formula (BDF2) as particular cases. The key idea of the schemes lies in enforcing the system of
equations at the time step (n+θ), where n is the time step index and θ is a real-valued parameter ( 12 6 θ 6
3
2 ),
and then devising appropriate corresponding approximations at (n + θ) with second-order accuracy that
guarantee the energy stability of the system. We further present an efficient solution algorithm for the
discretized system of equations to overcome the numerical difficulty induced by the unknown scalar auxiliary
variable. Our overall algorithm only requires the computation of four de-coupled individual Helmholtz type
equations within a time step, which involve constant coefficient matrices that can be pre-computed.
The novelties of this paper lie in two aspects: (i) the family of second-order accurate energy-stable
schemes, and (ii) the efficient solution algorithm for the discrete system resulting from the Cahn-Hilliard
type equations.
While we only consider the numerical approximation of the Cahn-Hilliard equation in this work, we
would like to point out that the family of second-order energy-stable approximations herein are general, and
are readily applicable to other types of equations resulting from gradient flows for designing energy-stable
schemes when combined with the IEQ or SAV strategy.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the SAV reformulation of the
Cahn-Hilliard equation, and present the family of second-order energy-stable approximations of the reformu-
lated system of equations. We will also present an efficient solution algorithm for the discretized equations
and an implementation of the algorithm based on the C0-continuous spectral element method for spatial
discretizations. In Section 3 we test the performance of the algorithms using several representative numerical
examples, and demonstrate numerically the stability of computations with large time step sizes. Section 4
concludes the presentation with some closing remarks. The Appendices A and B provide proofs for the
energy stability and another property of the presented family of schemes.
2
2 A Family of Second-Order Energy-Stable Schemes
2.1 Cahn-Hilliard Equation, Boundary Conditions, and Transformed System
Consider a domain Ω in two or three dimensions, whose boundary is denoted by ∂Ω, and the Cahn-Hilliard
equation [5] with a source term within this domain:
∂φ
∂t
= m∇2 [−λ∇2φ+ h(φ)]+ g(x, t) (1)
where φ(x, t) (φ ∈ [−1, 1]) is the phase field function, m > 0 is the mobility and assumed to be a constant
in this work, and x and t denote the spatial coordinates and time. g(x, t) is a prescribed source term
for the purpose of numerical testing (for convergence rates) only, and will be set to g(x, t) = 0 in actual
simulations. λ is the mixing energy density coefficient and is related to other physical parameters, e.g. for
two-phase flow problems it is given by (see [36]) λ = 3
2
√
2
ση, where σ is the surface tension and η is the
characteristic interfacial thickness. The nonlinear term h(φ) is given by h(φ) = dF (φ)dφ , where F (φ) is the
potential free energy density function of the system. A double-well potential is often used for F (φ), in the
form F (φ) = λ4η2 (φ
2 − 1)2, and this form will be used for the numerical tests in Section 3.
We consider the wall-type boundary with a neutral wettability (i.e. 900 contact angle) for ∂Ω, character-
ized by the following boundary conditions [24, 37, 6]
n · ∇ [−λ∇2φ+ h(φ)] = ga(x, t), on ∂Ω (2a)
n · ∇φ = gb(x, t), on ∂Ω (2b)
where n is the outward-pointing unit vector normal to ∂Ω. ga(x, t) and gb(x, t) are prescribed source terms
for the purpose of numerical testing only, and will be set to ga = 0 and gb = 0 in actual simulations.
The system consisting of the equation (1) and the boundary conditions (2a) and (2b), with g = 0, ga = 0
and gb = 0, satisfies the following energy balance equation:
∂
∂t
∫
Ω
(
λ
2
∇φ · ∇φ+ F (φ)
)
= −m
∫
Ω
∣∣∇ [−λ∇2φ+ h(φ)]∣∣2 . (3)
This system is to be supplemented by the following initial condition
φ(x, 0) = φin(x) (4)
where φin(x) denotes the initial phase field distribution.
We next reformulate this system of equations and boundary conditions into a modified equivalent system,
by introducing an auxiliary variable associated with the total potential energy in a way similar to [31]. Define
the total potential free energy E(t) by
E(t) = E[φ] = C0 +
∫
Ω
F (φ) (5)
where C0 is a chosen constant such that E(t) > 0 for all 0 6 t 6 T (T denoting the period of time to find
the solution for). For all the numerical experiments presented in the current work we employ C0 = 0 in the
simulations. It is important to note that E[φ] as defined above is a scalar value, not a field function. We
define an auxiliary variable r(t) by
r(t) =
√
E(t). (6)
Then r(t) satisfies the dynamic equation
dr
dt
=
1
2
√
E[φ]
∫
Ω
h(φ)
∂φ
∂t
, (7)
3
We re-write the Cahn-Hilliard equation (1) into an equivalent form
∂φ
∂t
= m∇2H + g, (8a)
H = −λ∇2φ+ r(t)√
E[φ]
h(φ), (8b)
where the definition (6) has been used. The boundary conditions (2a) is also re-written into an equivalent
form
n · ∇
[
−λ∇2φ+ r(t)√
E[φ]
h(φ)
]
= ga, on ∂Ω, (9a)
The system consisting of equations (8a)–(8b) and (7), the boundary conditions (9a) and (2b), and the
initial conditions of (4) and the following
r(0) =
√
E[φin] =
[∫
Ω
F (φin) + C0
]1/2
, (10)
is equivalent to the original system consisting of equations (1), (2a)–(2b) and (4).
2.2 A Family of Second-Order Energy-Stable Approximations
We focus on the numerical approximation of the reformulated equivalent system consisting of equations (8a)–
(8b) and (7), the boundary conditions (9a) and (2b), and the initial conditions (4) and (10). We present a
family of second-order energy-stable schemes for this system that allows for a very efficient implementation.
Let n > 0 denote the time step index, and (·)n represent the variable (·) at time step n, corresponding
to the time t = n∆t, where ∆t is the time step size.
Let θ ( 12 6 θ 6
3
2 ) denote a real-valued parameter. We approximate the variables at time step (n + θ)
(corresponding to time (n+ θ)∆t) as follows with a scheme of second-order accuracy in time (χ denoting a
generic variable below),
∂χ
∂t
∣∣∣∣n+θ = 1∆t
[(
θ +
1
2
)
χn+1 − 2θχn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
χn−1
]
, (11a)
χn+θ =
[
θ
(
5
2
− θ
)
− 1
2
]
χn+1 + 2(1− θ)2χn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
(1− θ)χn−1, (11b)
χ¯n+θ = (1 + θ)χn − θχn−1. (11c)
In the above χn+θ and χ¯n+θ are respectively an implicit and an explicit approximation of χ at time step
(n + θ). The 2nd-order temporal accuracy of these approximations can be verified by Taylor expansions in
a straightforward fashion. The implicit approximation χn+θ given in (11b) is critical to the energy stability
of the current family of schemes, due to the following crucial property:
χn+θ
[(
θ +
1
2
)
χn+1 − 2θχn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
χn−1
]
=
1
2
θ
(
θ − 1
2
)
(3− 2θ) ∣∣χn+1 − 2χn + χn−1∣∣2 + 1
2
(
3
2
− θ
)(∣∣χn+1∣∣2 − |χn|2)
+
1
2
(
θ − 1
2
)(∣∣2χn+1 − χn∣∣2 − ∣∣2χn − χn−1∣∣2) .
(12)
4
This property can be verified by elementary manipulations. Note that the usual 2nd-order implicit approx-
imation, χn+θ = θχn+1 + (1 − θ)χn, cannot guarantee the energy stability with 12 < θ < 1. The family of
approximations given by (11a)–(11c) contains the often-used 2nd-order backward differentiation formula (or
BDF2, corresponding to θ = 1) and the Crank-Nicolson approximation (corresponding to θ = 1/2).
Given (φn, rn), we compute (φn+1, rn+1) by enforcing the system consisting of (7)–(9a) and (2b) at time
step (n+ θ) and using the above approximations (11a)–(11c), as follows,(
θ + 12
)
φn+1 − 2θφn + (θ − 12)φn−1
∆t
= m∇2Hn+θ + gn+θ, (13a)
Hn+θ = −λ∇2φn+θ + S(φn+1 − 2φn + φn−1) + r
n+θ√
E[φ¯n+θ]
h(φ¯n+θ), (13b)
(
θ + 12
)
rn+1 − 2θrn + (θ − 12) rn−1
∆t
=
∫
Ω
h(φ¯n+θ)
2
√
E[φ¯n+θ]
(
θ + 12
)
φn+1 − 2θφn + (θ − 12)φn−1
∆t
, (13c)
n · ∇
[
−λ∇2φn+θ + S(φn+1 − 2φn + φn−1) + r
n+θ√
E[φ¯n+θ]
h(φ¯n+θ)
]
= gn+θa , on ∂Ω, (13d)
n · ∇φn+θ = gn+θb , on ∂Ω. (13e)
In the above equations (13b) and (13d), S > 0 is a chosen constant that satisfies a condition to be specified
later. Note that because φn+1 − 2φn + φn−1 = O(∆t)2 the extra term S(φn+1 − 2φn + φn−1) in (13b) and
(13d) does not spoil the second-order accuracy of the overall scheme. In the above equations the variables
φn+θ, φ¯n+θ, and rn+θ are given by the equations (11b) and (11c). gn+θ, gn+θa and g
n+θ
b are the prescribed
functions g(x, t), ga(x, t) and gb(x, t) evaluated at time t = (n+ θ)∆t, respectively.
The above scheme has the following property:
Theorem 2.1. The scheme consisting of equations (13a)–(13e), in the absence of the source terms (i.e. g =
0, ga = 0 and gb = 0), satisfies the discrete energy balance equation for
1
2 6 θ 6
3
2 and S > 0,
Wn+1 −Wn + θ
(
θ − 1
2
)
(3− 2θ) (|rn+1 − 2rn + rn−1|2
+
∫
Ω
λ
2
∣∣∇φn+1 − 2∇φn +∇φn−1∣∣2)+ θS ∫
Ω
∣∣φn+1 − 2φn + φn−1∣∣2
= −m∆t
∫
Ω
∣∣∇Hn+θ∣∣2
(14)
where
Wn =
(
3
2
− θ
)(
|rn|2 +
∫
Ω
λ
2
|∇φn|2
)
+
(
θ − 1
2
)(∣∣2rn − rn−1∣∣2 + ∫
Ω
λ
2
∣∣2∇φn −∇φn−1∣∣2)
+
S
2
∫
Ω
∣∣φn − φn−1∣∣2 .
(15)
A proof of this theorem is provided in the Appendix A.
Remark 1. Based on this theorem the scheme given by equations (13a)–(13e) constitutes a family of un-
conditionally stable algorithms for 12 6 θ 6
3
2 . Note that this energy stability property holds regardless of the
specific form of the potential free energy density F (φ), as long as it is such that an appropriate constant C0
in (5) can be chosen to ensure E(t) > 0 for 0 6 t 6 T .
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Remark 2. The first term on the right hand side of (12) determines the dissipativeness of the approxi-
mations (11a)–(11b). The algorithm with θ = 23 +
√
7
6 ≈ 1.11 is the most dissipative among this family of
approximations, while both θ = 12 (Crank-Nicolson) and θ =
3
2 are non-dissipative. In terms of numerical
dissipation, BDF2 (θ = 1) is close to, but not as dissipative as, the scheme with θ = 23 +
√
7
6 .
Remark 3. While we consider only the Cahn-Hilliard type equations in this work, the application of the
family of 2nd-order approximations (11a)–(11c) is not limited to this class of equations. They can be readily
applied to other types of equations describing gradient flows. For example, by combining these approximations
and the auxiliary variable approaches of [35, 31], one can derive a family of energy-stable schemes for a large
class of gradient flows.
2.3 Efficient Solution Algorithm
The scheme represented by equations (13a)–(13e) involves integrals of the unknown field variable φn+1 over
the domain Ω. Despite this apparent complication, the formulation allows for a simple and very efficient
solution algorithm. We present such an algorithm below.
To facilitate subsequent discussions and make the representation more compact, we first introduce several
notations (χ denoting a generic variable):
γ0 = γ0(θ) = θ +
1
2
, ω0 = ω0(θ) = θ
(
5
2
− θ
)
− 1
2
, (16a)
χˆ = 2θχn −
(
θ − 1
2
)
χn−1, (16b)
χ˜ = 2(1− θ)2χn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
(1− θ)χn−1. (16c)
Then the approximations in (11a) and (11b) can be written as
∂χ
∂t
∣∣∣∣n+θ = γ0χn+1 − χˆ∆t , (17a)
χn+θ = ω0χ
n+1 + χ˜. (17b)
Combining equations (13a) and (13b) leads to
γ0φ
n+1 − φˆ
∆t
= m∇2
[
−λ∇2
(
ω0φ
n+1 + φ˜
)
+ S(φn+1 − φ¯n+1) + (ω0rn+1 + r˜) h(φ¯n+θ)√
E[φ¯n+θ]
]
+ gn+θ (18)
where γ0 and ω0 are given by (16a), φˆ is defined by (16b), φ˜ and r˜ are defined by (16c), φ¯
n+1 = 2φn − φn−1
based on equation (11c), and we have used equations (17a) and (17b). It is important to note that φn+1, φˆ,
φ˜, φ¯n+θ, φ¯n+1 are field functions, while rn+1, r˜ and E[φ¯n+θ] are scalar variables. Define
bn =
h(φ¯n+θ)√
E[φ¯n+θ]
, zn+1 =
∫
Ω
bnφn+1, (19)
Note that bn is a field function, and zn+1 is a scalar variable. Equation (18) is then transformed into
∇2(∇2φn+1)− S
λω0
∇2φn+1 + γ0
λω0m∆t
φn+1
=
1
λω0m
[
gn+θ +
φˆ
∆t
]
− S
λω0
∇2φ¯n+1 − 1
ω0
∇2(∇2φ˜) + ω0r
n+1 + r˜
λω0
∇2bn. (20)
6
Equation (13c) can be written as γ0r
n+1 − rˆ = 12
∫
Ω
bn(γ0φ
n+1 − φˆ), from which we get
rn+1 =
1
γ0
(
rˆ − 1
2
∫
Ω
bnφˆ
)
+
zn+1
2
(21)
where zn+1 is defined in (19) and involves the unknown field function φn+1. In light of this expression,
equation (20) is transformed into
∇2(∇2φn+1)− S
λω0
∇2φn+1 + γ0
λω0m∆t
φn+1 = Qn +
zn+1
2λ
∇2bn, (22)
where
Qn =
1
λω0m
[
gn+θ +
φˆ
∆t
]
− S
λω0
∇2φ¯n+1 − 1
ω0
∇2(∇2φ˜) +
[
1
λγ0
(
rˆ − 1
2
∫
Ω
bnφˆ
)
+
r˜
λω0
]
∇2bn. (23)
Barring the unknown scalar variable zn+1, equation (22) is a fourth-order equation about φn+1. The
left-hand-side (LHS) of this equation can be reformulated into two de-coupled Helmholtz type equations (see
e.g. [36, 11, 6]). By adding/subtracting a term α∇2φn+1 (α denoting a constant to be determined) on the
LHS of (22), we get
∇2 [∇2φn+1 + αφn+1]− (α+ S
λω0
)∇2φn+1 − γ0
λω0m∆t
(
α+ Sλω0
)φn+1
 = Qn + zn+1
2λ
∇2bn. (24)
By requiring α = − γ0
λω0m∆t
(
α+ Sλω0
) , we can determine the constant α,
α = − S
2λω0
1−
√
1− 4γ0
λω0m∆t
(
λω0
S
)2 (25)
with the requirement
S > λω0
√
4γ0
λω0m∆t
=
√
4γ0λω0
m∆t
. (26)
This is the condition the chosen constant S must satisfy.
Therefore, equation (24) can be transformed into the following equivalent form
∇2ψn+1 −
(
α+
S
λω0
)
ψn+1 = Qn +
zn+1
2λ
∇2bn, (27a)
∇2φn+1 + αφn+1 = ψn+1, (27b)
where ψn+1 is an auxiliary field variable defined by (27b). Note that α < 0 and α + Sλω0 > 0 under the
condition (26) for S. It can also be noted that, if zn+1 is known, then the two equations (27a) and (27b)
are not coupled. One can first solve (27a) for ψn+1, and then solve (27b) for φn+1. The unknown variable
zn+1, which depends on φn+1, causes a complication in the solution of this system.
Let us now turn the attention to the boundary conditions. Equation (13e) can be written as
n · ∇φn+1 = 1
ω0
(
gn+θb − n · ∇φ˜
)
on ∂Ω. (28)
Equation (13d) can be re-written as
−λn · ∇
(
ω0∇2φn+1 +∇2φ˜
)
+ Sn · ∇ (φn+1 − φ¯n+1)+ (ω0rn+1 + r˜)n · ∇bn = gn+θa , on ∂Ω. (29)
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In light of the equations (27b) and (21), we can transform this equation into
n · ∇ψn+1 =
(
α+
S
λω0
)
n · ∇φn+1 − 1
λω0
(
gn+θa + Sn · ∇φ¯n+1
)− 1
ω0
n · ∇(∇2φ˜)
+
[
r˜
λω0
+
1
λγ0
(
rˆ − 1
2
∫
Ω
bnφˆ
)
+
zn+1
2λ
]
n · ∇bn, on ∂Ω. (30)
Substitute equation (28) into the above equation, and we have the boundary condition about ψn+1:
n · ∇ψn+1 = Tn + z
n+1
2λ
n · ∇bn, on ∂Ω, (31)
where
Tn =
(
α+
S
λω0
)
1
ω0
(
gn+θb − n · ∇φ˜
)
− 1
λω0
(
gn+θa + Sn · ∇φ¯n+1
)
− 1
ω0
n · ∇(∇2φ˜) +
[
r˜
λω0
+
1
λγ0
(
rˆ − 1
2
∫
Ω
bnφˆ
)]
n · ∇bn. (32)
Therefore, the original system of equations (13a)–(13e) has been reduced to the system consisting of
equations (27a)–(27b), (31) and (28). After φn+1 is solved from this system, rn+1 can be computed based
on equation (21).
To solve the system consisting of equations (27a)–(27b), (31) and (28), it is critical to note that the
unknown variable zn+1 involved therein is a scalar, not a field function, and that the equations are linear
with respect to φn+1, ψn+1, and zn+1. In what follows we present an efficient algorithm for solving this
system. We define two sets of field variables, (ψn+1i , φ
n+1
i ) (i = 1, 2), as follows:
For ψn+11 :
∇2ψn+11 −
(
α+
S
λω0
)
ψn+11 = Q
n, (33a)
n · ∇ψn+11 = Tn, on ∂Ω. (33b)
For φn+11 :
∇2φn+11 + αφn+11 = ψn+11 , (34a)
n · ∇φn+11 =
1
ω0
(
gn+θb − n · ∇φ˜
)
, on ∂Ω. (34b)
For ψn+12 :
∇2ψn+12 −
(
α+
S
λω0
)
ψn+12 =
1
2λ
∇2bn, (35a)
n · ∇ψn+12 =
1
2λ
n · ∇bn, on ∂Ω. (35b)
For φn+12 :
∇2φn+12 + αφn+12 = ψn+12 , (36a)
n · ∇φn+12 = 0, on ∂Ω. (36b)
Then we have the following result.
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Theorem 2.2. For given scalar value zn+1, the following field functions solve the system consisting of
equations (27a)–(27b), (31) and (28):
ψn+1 = ψn+11 + z
n+1ψn+12 , (37a)
φn+1 = φn+11 + z
n+1φn+12 , (37b)
where (ψn+1i , φ
n+1
i ) (i = 1, 2) are given by equations (33a)–(36b).
This theorem can be proved by straightforward substitutions and verifications.
We still need to determine the value for zn+1. Substituting the expression φn+1 in (37b) into the definition
for zn+1 in (19) results in
zn+1 =
∫
Ω
bnφn+11
1− ∫
Ω
bnφn+12
. (38)
We have the following result:
Theorem 2.3. The φn+12 defined by (35a)–(36b) satisfies the property,∫
Ω
bnφn+12 6 0. (39)
A proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix B. Based on this theorem, zn+1 given by (38) is well defined
for any ∆t.
Combining the above discussions, we arrive at the solution algorithm for solving the system consisting of
equations (13a)–(13e). Given (φn, rn), we compute (φn+1,∇2φn+1, rn+1) through the following steps:
(S-1): Solve equations (33a)–(33b) for ψn+11 ;
Solve equations (34a)–(34b) for φn+11 .
(S-2): Solve equations (35a)–(35b) for ψn+12 ;
Solve equations (36a)–(36b) for φn+12 .
(S-3): Solve equations (38) for zn+1.
(S-4): Compute ψn+1 and φn+1 based on equations (37a) and (37b), respectively.
Compute ∇2φn+1 as follows in light of equation (27b)
∇2φn+1 = ψn+1 − αφn+1. (40)
(S-5): Compute rn+1 based on equation (21).
Remark 4. This algorithm involves only the solution of four de-coupled Helmholtz type equations within a
time step. These Helmholtz equations involve only two distinct coefficient matrices after spatial discretization,
and they are both constant coefficient matrices and can be pre-computed. No nonlinear algebraic solver is
involved in this algorithm. Thanks to these characteristics, the family of second-order energy-stable schemes
represented by (13a)–(13e) can be implemented in a very efficient fashion.
2.4 Implementation with C0 Spectral Elements
The solution algorithm presented in the previous subsection can be implemented using any commonly-used
method for the spatial discretization. In the current work we will employ C0 continuous high-order spectral
elements [25, 38] for spatial discretizations. We next consider the implementation of the algorithm using C0
spectral elements. The discussions in this subsection without change also apply to implementations using
low-order finite elements.
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We will first derive the weak forms about (ψn+1i , φ
n+1
i ) (i = 1, 2) in the continuous space, and then
specify the discrete function space for the spectral element approximations. In the process, certain terms
involving derivatives of order two or higher will be dealt with appropriately so that all quantities involved
in the weak formulation can be computed directly using C0 elements in the discrete function space.
Let ϕ(x) denote a test function. Taking the L2 inner product between ϕ and the equation (33a) leads to
∫
Ω
∇ψn+11 · ∇ϕ+
(
α+
S
λω0
)∫
Ω
ψn+11 ϕ = −
∫
Ω
Qnϕ+
∫
∂Ω
Tnϕ, ∀ϕ, (41)
where we have used integration by part and the equation (33b). By substituting the Qn expression from
(23) and Tn expression from (32) into the RHS of the above equation and integration by part, we obtain the
weak form about ψn+11 ,∫
Ω
∇ψn+11 · ∇ϕ+
(
α+
S
λω0
)∫
Ω
ψn+11 ϕ
= − 1
λω0m
∫
Ω
(
gn+θ +
φˆ
∆t
)
ϕ− S
λω0
∫
Ω
∇φ¯n+1 · ∇ϕ− 1
ω0
∫
Ω
∇
(
∇2φ˜
)
· ∇ϕ− 1
λω0
∫
∂Ω
gn+θa ϕ
+
[
1
λγ0
(
rˆ − 1
2
∫
Ω
bnφˆ
)
+
r˜
λω0
] ∫
Ω
∇bn · ∇ϕ+
(
α+
S
λω0
)
1
ω0
∫
∂Ω
(
gn+θb − n · ∇φ˜
)
ϕ.
(42)
In the above equation note that the term ∇2φ˜ is to be computed by, in light of equation (16c),
∇2φ˜ = 2(1− θ)2(∇2φn) +
(
θ − 1
2
)
(1− θ)(∇2φn−1)
= 2(1− θ)2(ψn − αφn) +
(
θ − 1
2
)
(1− θ)(ψn−1 − αφn−1)
(43)
where ∇2φn has been computed based on equation (40).
Taking the L2 inner product between ϕ and the equation (34a) and integration by part results in the
weak form about φn+11 :∫
Ω
∇φn+11 · ∇ϕ− α
∫
Ω
φn+11 ϕ = −
∫
Ω
ψn+11 ϕ+
1
ω0
∫
∂Ω
(
gn+θb − n · ∇φ˜
)
ϕ, ∀ϕ, (44)
where we have use equations (34b).
By taking the L2 inner product between ϕ and the equation (35a) and integration by part, we arrive at
the weak form about ψn+12 ,∫
Ω
∇ψn+12 · ∇ϕ+
(
α+
S
λω0
)∫
Ω
ψn+12 ϕ =
1
2λ
∫
Ω
∇bn · ∇ϕ, ∀ϕ, (45)
where we have used equation (35b). Taking the L2 inner product between ϕ and equation (36a) and
integration by part leads to the weak form about φn+12 ,∫
Ω
∇φn+12 · ∇ϕ− α
∫
Ω
φn+12 ϕ = −
∫
Ω
ψn+12 ϕ, ∀ϕ, (46)
where the equation (36b) has been used.
We discretize the domain Ω using a mesh of Nel spectral elements. Let K (positive integer) denote the
element order, which is a measure of the highest polynomial degree in field expansions within an element.
Let Ωh denote the discretized domain, and Ω
e
h (1 6 e 6 Nel) denote the element e, Ωh = ∪Nele=1Ωeh. Define
function space
Hφ =
{
v ∈ H1(Ωh) : v is a polynomial of degree characterized by K on Ωeh, for 1 6 e 6 Nel
}
.
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Let (·)h denote the discretized version of the variable (·) below. The fully discretized equations for (ψn+1i , φn+1i )
(i = 1, 2) are the following.
For ψn+11h : find ψ
n+1
1h ∈ Hφ such that∫
Ωh
∇ψn+11h · ∇ϕh +
(
α+
S
λω0
)∫
Ωh
ψn+11h ϕh
= − 1
λω0m
∫
Ωh
(
gn+θh +
φˆh
∆t
)
ϕh − S
λω0
∫
Ωh
∇φ¯n+1h · ∇ϕh −
1
ω0
∫
Ωh
∇
(
∇2φ˜h
)
· ∇ϕh
+
[
1
λγ0
(
rˆ − 1
2
∫
Ωh
bnhφˆh
)
+
r˜
λω0
] ∫
Ωh
∇bnh · ∇ϕh
+
(
α+
S
λω0
)
1
ω0
∫
∂Ωh
(
gn+θbh − nh · ∇φ˜h
)
ϕh − 1
λω0
∫
∂Ωh
gn+θah ϕh, ∀ϕh ∈ Hφ,
(47)
where note that ∇2φ˜h is to be computed according to equation (43).
For φn+11h : find φ
n+1
1h ∈ Hφ such that∫
Ωh
∇φn+11h · ∇ϕh − α
∫
Ωh
φn+11h ϕh = −
∫
Ωh
ψn+11h ϕh
+
1
ω0
∫
∂Ωh
(
gn+θbh − nh · ∇φ˜h
)
ϕh, ∀ϕh ∈ Hφ, (48)
For ψn+12h : find ψ
n+1
2h ∈ Hφ such that∫
Ωh
∇ψn+12h · ∇ϕh +
(
α+
S
λω0
)∫
Ωh
ψn+12h ϕh =
1
2λ
∫
Ωh
∇bnh · ∇ϕh, ∀ϕh ∈ Hφ. (49)
For φn+12h : find φ
n+1
2h ∈ Hφ such that∫
Ωh
∇φn+12h · ∇ϕh − α
∫
Ωh
φn+12h ϕh = −
∫
Ωh
ψn+12h ϕh, ∀ϕh ∈ Hφ. (50)
The final discretized algorithm consists of the following within each time step: (i) Solve equations (47)–
(50) for (ψn+1i , φ
n+1
i ) (i = 1, 2), respectively. (ii) Compute z
n+1 from equations (38). (iii) Compute ψn+1,
φn+1, and rn+1 based on equations (37a), (37b), and (21), respectively.
3 Representative Numerical Examples
In this section we present several example problems in two dimensions to test the performance of the family
of energy-stable schemes developed in the previous section. In the numerical simulations we have non-
dimensionalized the physical variables, the governing equations, and the boundary conditions. As detailed
in previous works (see e.g. [7]), the non-dimensional form of the governing equations and boundary conditions
will remain the same, if the physical variables are normalized consistently. Let L denote a length scale, U0
a velocity scale, %0 a density scale, and d (d = 2 or 3) the spatial dimension. The normalization constants
for consistent non-dimensionalization of different physical variables involved in the current work are listed
in Table 1.
3.1 Convergence Rates
We first use a manufactured analytic solution to the Cahn-Hilliard equation to numerically demonstrate the
rates of convergence in space and time of the algorithm presented in Section 2.
We consider the domain 0 6 x 6 2 and −1 6 y 6 1, and the following solution to the Cahn-Hilliard
equation (1) on this domain,
φ = cos(pix) cos(piy) sin(t). (51)
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variable normalization constant variable normalization constant
x, η L t, ∆t L/U0
φ, φ1, φ2, φin, θ, γ0, ω0, z
n+1 1 λ %0U
2
0L
2
m L/(%0U0) h(φ), F (φ), H, S %0U
2
0
g(x) U0/L ga(x) %0U0/L
gb(x) 1/L E[φ], C0 %0U
2
0L
d
r(t)
√
%0U20L
d α, ψ1, ψ2, ψ 1/L
2
Table 1: Normalization constants for consistent non-dimensionalization of physical variables.
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Figure 1: Spatial convergence tests: (a) L∞, L2 and H1 errors as a function of the element order (fixed
∆t = 0.001, t0 = 0.1 and tf = 0.2) computed using the algorithm with θ = 0.75. (b) L
∞ errors as a function
of the element order computed using algorithms corresponding to several θ values.
The source term g(x, t) in (1) is chosen such that the analytic expression of (51) satisfies (1). The conditions
(2a) and (2b) are imposed on the domain boundary, and the source terms ga(x, t) and gb(x, t) are chosen
such that the analytic expression of (51) satisfies (2a) and (2b) on the domain boundary.
We discretize the domain using two equal-sized quadrilateral elements, with the element order and the
time step size ∆t varied systematically in the spatial and temporal convergence tests. The algorithm from
Section 2 is employed to numerically integrate the Cahn-Hilliard equation in time from t = t0 to t = tf . The
initial phase field function φin is obtained by setting t = t0 in the analytic expression (51). The numerical
solution at t = tf is then compared with the analytic solution, and various norms of the errors are computed.
The values for the simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2 for this problem.
To test the spatial convergence rate, we employ a fixed ∆t = 0.001, t0 = 0.1 and tf = 0.2, and vary the
element order systematically between 2 and 20. Then for each element order, the numerical errors of φ in
parameter value parameter value
C0 0 λ 0.01
m 0.01 η 0.1
θ 1/2 ∼ 3/2 ∆t (varied)
∆tmin 1e− 4 S
√
4γ0λω0
m∆t or
√
4γ0λω0
m∆tmin
t0 0.1 tf 0.2 (spatial tests) or 0.3 (temporal tests)
Element order (varied) Elements 2
Table 2: Simulation parameter values for convergence tests.
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Figure 2: Temporal convergence tests: (a) L∞, L2 and H1 errors as a function of time step size ∆t (fixed
element order 16, t0 = 0.1 and tf = 0.3) computed using the algorithm corresponding to θ = 0.75. (b) L
∞
errors as a function of ∆t computed using the algorithms corresponding to several θ values.
L∞, L2 and H1 norms at t = tf are obtained. Figure 1(a) shows these errors as a function of the element
order using the algorithm with θ = 3/4. We observe an exponential decrease of the numerical errors with
increasing element order (for element orders 10 and below), and a level-off of the error curves beyond element
order 12 due to the saturation of temporal errors. Figure 1(b) shows the L∞ errors versus the element order
obtained using the algorithms corresponding several θ values ranging from 1/2 to 3/2. Some differences in
the saturation error level (for orders 12 and above) can be observed with different algoirthms. The saturation
error appears larger for algorithms with larger θ values.
To test the temporal convergence rate, we employ a fixed element order 16, t0 = 0.1 and tf = 0.3, and
vary the time step size ∆t systematically between 0.1 and 1.953125 × 10−4. For each ∆t the numerical
errors in different norms are computed at t = tf . Figure 2(a) shows the numerical errors as a function of ∆t
obtained using the algorithm with θ = 3/4. A second-order convergence rate is observed. Figure 2(b) shows
the L∞ errors versus ∆t obtained using the algorithms corresponding to several θ values. The errors are
generally smaller with a smaller θ value in the algorithm. However, with θ = 1/2 (the lower boundary for
the θ range, corresponding to the Crank-Nicolson scheme) we observe a weak instability when ∆t becomes
small (below ∆t = 0.00078125), which results in larger errors with the two smallest ∆t values in the test.
Note that tf is fixed in the tests, and a larger number of time steps are computed with a smaller ∆t. The
observation of poor performance of the algorithm with θ = 1/2 will appear again with further numerical
tests in subsequent sections.
The test results of this section indicate that the family of algorithms presented in Section 2 exhibits a
spatial exponential convergence rate and a temporal second-order convergence rate.
3.2 Evolution and Coalescence of Drops
In this section we consider the evolution of a drop and the coalescence of two drops to illustrate the dynamics
of the Cahn-Hilliard equation and the energy stability of the family of algorithms from Section 2.
Evolution of a Drop We first look into the evolution of a material drop under the Cahn-Hilliard dynamics.
Consider a square domain Ω = { (x, y) | 0 6 x, y 6 1 }, and two materials contained in this domain. It
is assumed that the evolution of the material regions is described by the Cahn-Hilliard equation, and that
φ = 1 and −1 correspond to the bulk of the first and second materials, respectively. At t = 0, the first
material is located in a smaller square region with dimension 2h0 × 2h0 (where h0 = 0.2) around the center
of the domain, and the second material fills the rest of the domain. The goal here is to study the evolution
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Figure 3: Temporal sequence of snapshots showing the evolution of a drop visualized by the contour level
φ = 0. Results are obtained with the algorithm θ = 0.75, and time step size ∆t = 10−3.
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Figure 4: Time histories of E[φ] and [r(t)]2 computed using several ∆t values, with the algorithm θ = 0.75.
dynamics of these material regions.
We employ the algorithms from Section 2 to numerically solve the Cahn-Hilliard equation with g(x, t) = 0
in this domain. We discretize the domain using 400 quadrilateral elements, with 20 equal-sized elements
along both x and y directions. The boundary conditions (2a) and (2b), with ga = 0 and gb = 0, are imposed
on the domain boundaries. The initial distribution of the materials is given by
φin(x) =
1
2
[
tanh
x− x0 + h0√
2η
− tanh x− x0 − h0√
2η
]
· 1
2
[
tanh
y − y0 + h0√
2η
− tanh y − y0 − h0√
2η
]
, (52)
where (x0, y0) = (0.5, 0.5) is the center of the domain. We employ the following (non-dimensional) parameter
values for this problem:
η = 0.01, σ = 151.15, C0 = 0,
λ =
3
2
√
2
ση, m =
10−6
λ
, S =
√
4γ0λω0
m∆t
,
element order: 8, number of elements: 400,
∆t varied, θ varied.
(53)
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the material regions with a temporal sequence of snapshots of the interface
(visualized by the contour level φ = 0) between the two materials. These results are computed with a time
step size ∆t = 0.001 using the algorithm corresponding to θ = 0.75. The initially square region of the first
material evolves gradually into a circular region under the Cahn-Hilliard dynamics. Figure 4 shows the time
histories of the potential energy E[φ] defined in (5) and the quantity [r(t)]2 computed from equation (7),
obtained using time step sizes ∆t = 10−4, 10−3 and 10−2 with the algorithm θ = 0.75. Both E[φ] and [r(t)]2
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Figure 5: Drop evolution computed using large ∆t values: (a) Drop configuration at t = 104 computed
using ∆t = 10; (b)-(c) Time histories of E[φ] and [r(t)]2 obtained with ∆t = 1, 10. Simulation results are
obtained with the algorithm θ = 1 (BDF2).
decrease over time, and they gradually level off at a certain level. In particular, we observe that the history
curves for E[φ] and [r(t)]2 essentially overlap with one another, which is consistent with the fact that r(t)
computed based on equation (7) is an approximation of
√
E[φ] (see equation (6)).
The energy stable nature of the current algorithms allows the use of large or fairly large time step sizes in
the computations. This is demonstrated by the results in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the interface between
the two materials at a much later time t = 104, computed using a large time step size ∆t = 10 with the
algorithm θ = 1. Figures 5(b) and (c) show the time histories of E[φ] and [r(t)]2 corresponding to two large
time step sizes ∆t = 1 and ∆t = 10 with the algorithm θ = 1. The long time histories demonstrate that the
computations with these large ∆t values are indeed stable using the current algorithm. On the other hand,
because these time step sizes are very large, we do not expect that the computation results will be accurate
with these ∆t values. It is observed that the E[φ] and [r(t)]2 values in Figures 5(b)-(c) are quite different
from those obtained with small ∆t (see Figure 4). In particular, we observe that [r(t)]2 decreases sharply
at the beginning, and for a given ∆t its history curve gradually levels off at a certain value over time. With
a larger ∆t, the [r(t)]2 history tends to level off at a smaller value. With very large ∆t values, [r(t)]2 will
essentially tend to zero. This seems to be a common characteristic to the family of algorithms developed in
this work.
Similar behaviors have been observed with the other members of this family of algorithms for large ∆t
values. This is demonstrated by Figure 6, in which we show time histories of E[φ] and [r(t)]2 corresponding
to three time step sizes ∆t = 0.1, 1 and 10, computed using the algorithms θ = 0.75 and θ = 1.25. The
long-time histories signify the stability of these computations.
Among the family of algorithms ( 12 6 θ 6
3
2 ) presented in Section 2, we observe from numerical simula-
tions that the two members on the borders, θ = 12 and θ =
3
2 , seem to have a performance inferior to the rest
of this family. Figure 7 shows the time histories of E[φ] corresponding to several ∆t values, ranging from
10−2 to 10−5, computed using the algorithms θ = 12 and θ =
3
2 . We observe that the computation using
the algorithm θ = 12 becomes unstable with ∆t = 10
−2, 10−3 and 10−4, and the computation using θ = 32
becomes unstable with ∆t = 10−2 and 10−3. We do not observe such an instability with the other members
of this family of algorithms. Note that the Theorem 2.1 ensures the energy stability of the semi-discretized
algorithm (discrete in time, continuous in space) given by (13a)–(13e) for θ = 12 and θ =
3
2 . It is possible
that the fully discretized algorithm (in both space and time) may not preserve this energy stability, which
is likely why we observe this instability with the algorithms θ = 12 and θ =
3
2 .
Coalescence of Two Drops We next consider the coalescence of two material drops governed by the
Cahn-Hilliard equation. The computational domain and the setting follow those for the single-drop case
discussed above. The difference lies in the initial distribution of the materials. Here we assume that at t = 0
the first material occupies two circular regions that are right next to each other and the second material fills
the rest of the domain. The two regions of the first material then coalesce with each other to form a single
drop under the Cahn-Hilliard dynamics. The goal is to illustrate this process using the current algorithms.
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Figure 6: Time histories of E[φ] and [r(t)]2 corresponding to several large ∆t values obtained with the
algorithms θ = 0.75 and θ = 1.25.
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Figure 7: Time histories of E[φ] computed with the algorithms θ = 0.5 (a) and θ = 1.5 (b), using various
∆t values.
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Figure 8: Temporal sequence of snapshots showing the coalescence of two circular drops. Results are obtained
with the algorithm θ = 0.75.
More specifically, we employ the following initial distribution for the materials
φin(x) = 1− tanh |x− x0| −R0√
2η
− tanh |x− x1| −R0√
2η
, (54)
where x0 = (x0, y0) = (0.3, 0.5) and x1 = (x1, y1) = (0.7, 0.5) are the centers of the circular regions for the
first material, and R0 = 0.19 is the radius of these circles. In the Cahn-Hilliard equation (1) we set g = 0.
The boundary conditions (2a) and (2b) with ga = 0 and gb = 0 are imposed on the domain boundaries. The
other simulation parameters follow those given in (53).
The process of coalescence of the two drops is demonstrated in Figure 8 with a temporal sequence of
snapshots of the interfaces between the materials (visualized by the contour level φ = 0). These results are
computed using the algorithm θ = 0.75, with a time step size ∆t = 0.001. Figure 9 shows the time histories
of E[φ] and [r(t)]2 computed using the algorithms corresponding to θ = 0.75 and θ = 1.25. The general
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Figure 9: Time histories of E[φ] and [r(t)]2 for the coalescence of two drops, computed using the algorithm
(a) θ = 0.75, and (b) θ = 1.25.
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Figure 10: Spinodal decomposition: temporal sequence of snapshots of the interfaces visualized by φ = 0.
Simulation results are obtained using the algorithm θ = 1.25.
characteristics for these history signals are similar to those for the case with a single drop. Both E[φ] and
[r(t)]2 are observed to decrease over time, and their history curves overalp with each other.
3.3 Spinodal Decomposition
In this section we consider the spinodal decomposition of a homogeneous mixture into two coexisting phases
governed by the Cahn-Hilliard equation as another test of the algorithms developed herein.
Consider the domain Ω = { (x, y) | 0 6 x, y 6 1 }, and a homogeneous mixture of two materials with
a random initial distribution (see Figure 10(a)). The evolution of the materials is assumed be described by
the Cahn-Hilliard equation (1) with g(x, t) = 0, and the goal is to simulate this evolution process.
We simulate this problem using the algorithms from Section 2. The domain is discretized using 400
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Figure 11: Time histories of E[φ] and [r(t)]2 for spinodal decomposition obtained with several algorithms
corresponding to (a) θ = 0.75, (b) θ = 1, (c) θ = 1.25.
quadrilateral elements, with 20 uniform elements along both x and y directions. The boundary conditions
(2a) and (2b) with ga = 0 and gb = 0 are imposed on the domain boundaries. The initial random distribution
of φin(x) is generated using a random number generator from the standard library of C language (see Figure
10(a)). The following simulation parameter values are employed for this problem:
η = 0.01, λ = 0.001, m = 0.001,
C0 = 0, ∆t = 0.001, S =
√
4γ0λω0
m∆t
,
element order: 8, number of elements: 400,
θ = 0.75, 1.0, 1.25.
(55)
Figure 10 shows the typical evolution process of the mixture with a temporal sequence of snapshots of the
interfaces formed between the two phases. The interface is visualized by the contour level φ(x, t) = 0. The
lighter regions represents the first phase and the darker region represents the second phase. These results
are obtained using the algorithm θ = 1.25. It can be observed that two phases emerge from the initially
homogeneous distribution of the mixture. Over time the grains of the two phases become increasingly coarser,
and a certain pattern can be observed from the two regions.
Figure 11 shows the time histories of the potential free energy E[φ] and the variable [r(t)]2 of the system
obtained using three algorithms, corresponding to θ = 0.75, θ = 1 and θ = 1.25. We note that the history
curves for E[φ] and [r(t)]2 essentially overlap with each other, and that the results obtained with different
algorithms agree well with one another.
3.4 Two-Phase Flow: Rising Air Bubble in Water
As another test case, in this section we demonstrate the performance of the algorithm developed herein in
the context of a two-phase flow solver, and simulate the two-phase flow of an air bubble rising through the
water.
Following [11, 6], we consider a system consisting of two immiscible incompressible fluids, and combine the
Cahn-Hilliard equation and the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with variable density and variable
viscosity to model such a system; see [11, 12] for details. We then combine the family of algorithms presented
in Section 2 for the Cahn-Hilliard equation and the algorithm from [11] for the momentum equations to form
an overall method for numerically solving the coupled system of Cahn-Hilliard and Navier-Stokes equations.
Note that the algorithm for the momentum equation employed here is a semi-implicit type scheme and is
only conditionally stable [11]. So the overall algorithm for the two-phase flows is not energy stable.
We consider a solid container occupying the domain −L2 6 x 6 L2 and 0 6 y 6 32L, where L = 1cm (see
Figure 12(a)). The container is filled with water, and an air bubble is trapped inside the water. The air bubble
is initially circular with a diameter 2R0 = 0.5L = 0.5cm and its center located at x0 = (x0, y0) = (0, 0.5L),
and it is held at rest. The container walls are assumed to have a neutral wettability (90-degree contact-
angle), and the gravity is assumed to point downward. At t = 0, the air bubble is released, and starts to
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Density [kg/m3]: air - ρ1 = 1.204 water - ρ2 = 998.207
Dynamic viscosity [kg/(m · s)]: air - µ1 = 1.78× 10−5 water - µ2 = 1.002× 10−3
Surface tension [kg/s2]: air/water - σ = 7.28× 10−2
Gravity [m/s2]: gr = 9.8
Table 3: Physical property values of air and water.
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Figure 12: Time sequence of snapshots of an air bubble (initially circular) rising in water within a solid
container, showing the bubble breakup on the upper wall and the formation of an air cavity.
rise through the water due to buoyancy. The bubble eventually breaks up on the upper wall and forms an
air cavity at the top of the container. The goal is to simulate this process.
The physical parameters for the air and water are summarized in Table 3. We choose L as the charac-
teristic length scale, the air density as the characteristic density scale %0, and U0 =
√
gr0L (gr0 = 1m/s
2) as
the characteristic velocity scale. All the physical parameters are then normalized according to Table 1.
In the simulations the domain is discretized using 600 quadrilateral elements, with 20 and 30 uniform
elements in x and y directions, respectively. An element order 8 is employed in the simulations. We impose
the boundary conditions (2a) and (2b) with ga = 0 and gb = 0 for the phase field function φ and the no-slip
condition for the velocity on the container walls. The initial velocity is assumed to be zero, and the initial
distribution of the phase field function is given by
φin(x) = − tanh |x− x0| −R0√
2η
. (56)
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The values for the simulation parameters in this problem are given by
η
L
= 0.01,
σ
%0U20L
= 604.6 (surface tension), λ =
3
2
√
2
ση,
m
L/(%0U0)
=
10−7
λ/(%0U20L
2)
,
C0 = 0,
∆t
L/U0
= 2.5e− 5, S =
√
4γ0λω0
m∆t
,
element order: 8, number of elements: 600,
θ = 0.75.
(57)
The dynamics of this two-phase flow is illustrated by Figure 12, in which we have shown a temporal
sequence of snapshots of the air-water interface in this system. The interface is visualized by the contour
level φ(x, t) = 0. As the system is released the air bubble rises through the water and experiences significant
deformations (Figure 12(b)-(d)). The bubble exhibits the typical shape of a circular “cap” (Figure 12(b))
when it is still far away from the upper wall. But as the bubble approaches the upper wall, its shape is
affected by the presence of the wall significantly (Figures 12(c)-(d)). After the bubble touches the upper
wall, it traps a layer of water between the wall and its upper side (Figure 12(e)). The trapped water becomes
a water drop sitting on the upper wall over time (Figure 12(g)). The interface formed between the bulk of
air and the bulk of water moves sideways on the wall, and the air forms a cavity at the top of the container
(Figures 12(f)-(h)). Our method has captured this process and the interaction between the air-water interface
and the wall.
4 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have developed a family of second-order energy-stable schemes for the Cahn-Hilliard type
equations. We start with the reformulated system of equations based on the scalar auxiliary variable ap-
proach, and approximate this system at time step (n+θ), and then develop corresponding numerical approx-
imations that are second-order accurate and unconditionally energy stable. This family of approximations
contains the often-used Crank-Nicolson scheme and the second-order backward differentiation formula as par-
ticular cases. We have also developed an efficient solution algorithm to overcome the difficulty caused by the
unknown scalar auxiliary variable in the discrete system of equations resulting from this family of schemes.
Our overall computation algorithm only requires the solution of four de-coupled individual Helmholtz type
equations within each time step, and these equations only involve constant and time-independent coefficient
matrices that can be pre-computed.
While the current paper is only concerned with the numerical approximation of the Cahn-Hilliard equa-
tion, the family of second-order energy-stable approximations is readily applicable to other types of equations
resulting from gradient flows. When combined with the invariant energy quadratization or scalar auxiliary
variable approach, they can be readily used to design energy-stable schemes for other gradient flows.
Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 2.1
We note first the following useful relation (χ denoting a generic scalar variable):
(
χn+1 − 2χn + χn−1) [(θ + 1
2
)
χn+1 − 2θχn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
χn−1
]
= θ
∣∣χn+1 − 2χn + χn−1∣∣2 + 1
2
(∣∣χn+1 − χn∣∣2 − ∣∣χn − χn−1∣∣2) , (58)
This relation can be verified by elementary operations.
Assume that g = 0, ga = 0, and gb = 0. Multiply ∆tH
n+θ to equation (13a) and integrate over Ω, and
we have∫
Ω
[(
θ +
1
2
)
φn+1 − 2θφn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
φn−1
]
Hn+θ = m∆t
∫
Ω
Hn+θ∇2Hn+θ. (59)
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Multiplying ∆t ∂φ∂t
∣∣∣n+θ to equation (13b) and integrating over Ω leads to∫
Ω
Hn+θ
[(
θ +
1
2
)
φn+1 − 2θφn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
φn−1
]
= −λ
∫
Ω
∇2φn+θ
[(
θ +
1
2
)
φn+1 − 2θφn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
φn−1
]
+ S
∫
Ω
(
φn+1 − 2φn + φn−1) [(θ + 1
2
)
φn+1 − 2θφn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
φn−1
]
+
rn+θ√
E[φ¯n+θ]
∫
Ω
h(φ¯n+θ)
[(
θ +
1
2
)
φn+1 − 2θφn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
φn−1
]
.
(60)
Multiplying 2rn+θ∆t to equation (13c) leads to
2rn+θ
[(
θ +
1
2
)
rn+1 − 2θrn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
rn−1
]
=
rn+θ√
E[φ¯n+θ]
∫
Ω
h(φ¯n+θ)
[(
θ +
1
2
)
φn+1 − 2θφn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
φn−1
]
. (61)
Summing up equations (59) and (61), and then subtracting equation (60), results in
2rn+θ
[(
θ +
1
2
)
rn+1 − 2θrn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
rn−1
]
= −m∆t
∫
Ω
∇Hn+θ · ∇Hn+θ − λ
∫
Ω
∇φn+θ ·
[(
θ +
1
2
)
∇φn+1 − 2θ∇φn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
∇φn−1
]
− S
∫
Ω
(
φn+1 − 2φn + φn−1) [(θ + 1
2
)
φn+1 − 2θφn +
(
θ − 1
2
)
φn−1
] (62)
where we have performed integration by part on the right-hand-side (RHS) of equation (59) and the first
term on the RHS of equation (60), and used equations (13b), (13d) and (13e).
Use the relations (58) and (12) to transform the corresponding terms in (62), and then collect related
terms, and one would arrive at the discrete energy balance equation (14).
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 2.3
Substituting ψn+12 from (36a) into equations (35a) and (35b) leads to
∇2 (∇2φn+12 )− Sλω0∇2φn+12 + γ0λω0m∆tφn+12 = 12λ∇2bn, (63a)
n · ∇ (∇2φn+12 ) = 12λn · ∇bn, on ∂Ω, (63b)
where we have used equation (36b) and the relation α
(
α+ Sλω0
)
= − γ0λω0m∆t . The system of equations (63a),
(63b) and (36b) is equivalent to the system consisting of equations (35a)–(36b). By integrating equation
(63a) over the domain Ω, we conclude that φn+12 has the property∫
Ω
φn+12 = 0, (64)
where we have used the divergence theorem and the equations (63b) and (36b).
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Define function ξ(x) by
∇2ξ = φn+12 ,
n · ∇ξ = 0, on ∂Ω,∫
Ω
ξ =
ω0m∆t
2γ0
∫
Ω
bn.
(65)
Let
Φ = ∇2φn+12 −
S
λω0
φn+12 +
γ0
λω0m∆t
ξ − 1
2λ
bn. (66)
Then equations (63a), (63b) and (64) are transformed into
∇2Φ = 0, (67a)
n · ∇Φ = 0, on ∂Ω, (67b)∫
Ω
Φ = 0, (67c)
where we have used (65) and (36b). So we conclude that Φ = 0 and
∇2φn+12 −
S
λω0
φn+12 +
γ0
λω0m∆t
ξ =
1
2λ
bn. (68)
Taking the L2 inner product between this equation and φn+12 and integrating by part, we get
1
2λ
∫
Ω
bnφn+12 = −
∫
Ω
∣∣∇φn+12 ∣∣2 − Sλω0
∫
Ω
∣∣φn+12 ∣∣2 − γ0λω0m∆t
∫
Ω
|∇ξ|2 6 0, (69)
where we have used the divergence theorem and equation (65).
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